Gemini Optics is hiring a
Technical Marketing Research Position

Technical Marketing Research Position

Summary: The ideal candidate would be enthusiastic for business and marketing (with a strong emphasis on research) for a technical field.

Role:
Technical marketing research/database search (although the role and responsibilities can increase)
- Responsible for researching and finding new business and customers in specific markets (including biomedical and industrial)
- Trained as to how to research and find new customers for a growing business
- Meet weekly for review of progress
- The role may expand beyond here as the marketing project shows success

Additional Details:
- The position allows for a flexible schedule and will mostly involve telecommuting although there will also be in-person meetings on a regular basis for communication, training, and project updates (more in the early stages of the project, then weekly or bi-weekly). There will also be regular communications phone and progress updates by email.
- This will be a part-time, contract job (project based).
- The hours per week will be based upon projects: to be discussed and may vary (~5-10 hrs/week; this can change).

About Gemini Optics
Gemini Optics is a custom optics engineering and manufacturing company. Our capabilities include optical design, optomechanical engineering, prototype construction, and lens serial production. We specialize in working with growth technology companies.

How to apply:
Please email your resume and cover letter to Gemini Optics at Info@gemini-optics.com